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FENG SHUI TALK
A SUCCESS!

It's been three weeks since I wrote for the
bulletin. Since the last time I wrote, there
are many events that have taken place.

We had a successful event where Joey Yap gave a talk on Feng
Shui – Outlook for 2011: Year of the Rabbit - to an audience of
125 on 8th January 2011. A big “Thank You” to all involved.

Before that, PE Tina and her son Marcus, PP Josephine and her
daughter Beatrice, Rtn Emily, her friend Joanne and son Hans,
Rtn Dr Hari and I went to  Siem Reap, Cambodia on 16th

December 2010 to visit  Anjali House,  a home for street kids.  We
also visited some of the homes of the children who come to Anjali
House.  The families of the children were so poor – they really
deserve all the help we can give.

Happy 50th Anniversary to the Rotary Club of Petaling Jaya, our mother club. I attended the club’s
grand celebrations at the Sunway Resort Hotel.

Happy Anniversary to ourselves – we are NINETEEN! Hope all the members have a good time at
the Allegro Café Italian restaurant tonight where we celebrate our club’s anniversary. Happy New
Year – have a great year ahead.

Shanti Yanaskaran
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TODAY’S PROGRAMME

 CLUB ANNIVERSARY DINNER
@

ALLEGRO CAFE

CLUB DIARY
14-16 Jan Kinabalu International Challenge

16-23 Jan International Assembly, San Diego

20 Jan  No Meeting - Thaipusam

27 Jan  Weekly Meeting
   Lay Long Camp, Bangkok
   Johel D’Silva & Benjamin Lee

   International Service & TRF
   Committee Meetings

1 Feb  Federal Territory Day

3-4 Feb Chinese New Year

10 Feb  Weekly Meeting
   Club Assembly 2

   Vocational Service & SNG
   Committee Meetings
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BIRTHDAYS & ANNIVERSARIES

Birthdays
None

Anniversaries
None

MEETING ON
16 DECEMBER 2010

We were privileged to learn
more about silver as an
investment from Past

Pres iden t
Dr Kong
Voon Sin of
the Rotary
Club of
Bukit Kiara
Sunrise. PP
Kong, who
descr ibes
himself as a financial educator,
started off by showing a video which
tells us about how the United States
is printing lots of dollars. He stressed
therefore the importance of value
rather than price.

Gold, said PP
Kong, was
already at a
very high price.
PP Kong, who
has been
investing in
silver for many
years, expects
silver prices to
break out soon
as more and more people start investing in this
metal. Silver has many uses such as in jewellery
and in industry.
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PP Kong then showed us a variety of silver coins.
He explained how we can buy and sell silver
coins, which are minted in a variety of countries.
During the talk, PP Kong was assisted by his
intern, Poh Yee, who operated the PowerPoint.
PP Kong was introduced by Edward, and thanked
by Tina.

Wong was the lucky winner of the raffle this week.
Congrats, Wong!

Earlier, Shanti announced that the club will
provide a subsidy of RM900 to the Rotaractors of
the Rotaract Club of Kelana Jaya to attend the
Rotaract Conference.

Leslie asked if the meeting on 23 December
should be cancelled due to Christmas, and this
was agreed by the members. Our guest this
evening was Tony, a guest of David. The
Rotaractors also joined us for the meeting.

AN EMAIL FROM
INDIANAPOLIS

Greetings and HAPPY NEW  YEAR  to All  from
Indianapolis,

It's frrreeeezing here and snowing again.......temp
has been between 10 and 25 F all this while. We
went sledding on a tube, skiing and but of course
shopping........but most of the time we stay home
watching movies and eating and eating and
eating. Attended a Rotary meeting last
Wednesday ...... Rotary Club of Indianapolis
Northeast ........27 members ....8 ladies.... and 1
RI director.  It was a very informal fellowship
meeting and I gave them our bannerette and
enlightened them about our club especially our
FOC.  Pres Woody is from Congo and would like
to meet up at the RI Convention in Bangkok
should we attend. They have never been to our
part of the world.

We will be going to New York for 6 days before
returning at the end of this month. See you all in
February and GONG XI FATT CAI.

Lynn
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THE 4-WAY TEST
Of the things we think, say or do

1. Is it the TRUTH?
2. Is it FAIR to all concerned?
3. Will it build GOODWILL and
 BETTER FRIENDSHIPS?
4. Will it be BENEFICIAL to all
 concerned?

VISIT TO ANJALI HOUSE

We arrived at LCCT very early! Some of
us hadn't slept because they were
busy packing. President Shanti and

Dr Hari packed 20 kgs of medical supplies. Jo
had 25 kgs worth of biscuits, paints, balls and
stuff she bought plus teeshirts from PP Wong.
Marcus packed some old clothes and shoes
into two suitcases. At the check-in counter, PP
Jo quickly organised everyone to check-in as
a group. As a result, we weren't overweight
luckily! (If I ever want to smuggle anything
through customs, I’ll know who to ask - Editor)
As soon as we landed, we met Sam Flint who runs Anjali House.
President Shanti, Dr Hari, PP Jo and Beatrice,Emily, Emily's friend Joyce
and her son Hans, Marcus and myself were all dressed in yellow and
looking like we belong to the Falun Gong sect. Except of course for the
RCKJ logo and Rotary wheel on our tees.

Sam Flint is English and is from London, a graduate in mechanical
engineering from the University of Liverpool. He has been working for
Anjali House for six years and recently married his Cambodian wife.

We drove down a dusty road to get to Anjali House in a van packed with
the items we brought from KL including the items requested. No time to
think about what time it was as we literally dumped all our stuff into the
hotel and went to Anjali House. Poor Emily must have been bewildered



as she hadn't slept for almost 48 hours.

When we arrived, some of us unpacked the baggage we bought and tidied it up it bit as it had been rummaged
by immigration! Some of us had a wander around the place. Marcus went and sat in on one of the English
lessons and later went to join the boys to pay football. All the kids played football shoeless and it did make
me wonder if they would prefer to not wear shoes. Dr Hari briefed Sam on the medical supplies.

A tour of the Centre
Anjali has six classrooms for around 70 plus kids. They have a computer room, a room with medical supplies,
a small book case of books.  The centre allows children to have a shower and the importance of cleanliness
is taught. They also wash their clothes there too. Previously, the kitchen and the bathroom facilities rolled into
each other. This is now separate.

The kitchen is very basic. One of the mums who has a child attending Anjali goes to the market everyday for
fresh produce as there is no fridge for storage. They use a combination of charcoal and gas, preferring to use
coal as they have a general fear of gas. It used to be merged with the wash room until they built a separate
area for this. The children bathe every day at Anjali. The grounds have a small fenced-in court for football and
basketball. a small seesaw and a couple of swings.

After a tour, Sam briefed us about Anjali and its needs. On the board of Anjali they have some people who
are able to design English programmes suited for the required  differentiated learning levels. They are regularly
assessed to monitor their progress. To ensure that the parents allow the children to continue at Anjali House
after school, each family is given 3 to 4 kilos of rice to take home.  Anjali House has made a deliberate decision
not to be a home or orphanage where parents may choose to dump their kids. This allows children to stay
with family members where they can. However in some cases there is a need for the occasional night’s shelter.
We went to visit a new location, where children can stay overnight if they need to. This centre will also host
the Youth Education program. The programme is for the older children who will have been following a
programme at Anjali.

Half the kids are sponsored by donations which essentially pays for the year’s tuition fees, food, clothing and
washing. Everything else is supplemented through photo exhibitions or appeals to corporate sponsors to pay
for specific things.

Records are kept of each child. This includes the background of the child and an assessment sheet on the
urgency in taking the child. There are currently 26 kids on a waiting list. Anjali House looks after 42 families
altogether. We visited two families.

Sophal's Home
Sophal comes from a home where everyone lives in a room which accommodates 9 people. Sophal is one
of the students at Anjali who has picked up some photography skills and whose work is displayed at exhibitions
Anjali hosts on a regular basis to raise money. We were shown a water filter system which is very basic but
provides the family with clean water.

Mom with a broken leg
We went to visit another home of a family who has 7 kids. The mother just had a baby which is just over a
month old. She had broken her leg a couple of days ago when we met her. She stopped lactating and had
no money to buy milk powder. Dr Hari made a donation so that they would be able to buy some milk powder.

Her leg was in a cast and she was reluctant to take medicines. The problem at the moment is that she is
reluctant to keep the cast on as she is worried about what it will do to the rest of her leg, preferring traditional
medicine as opposed to the antibiotics Dr Hari has given her. She has been complaining of phantom pains.

Before we left, we bought some rice for Anjali to distribute to the families. If you remember earlier we mentioned
that families will receive 4 kilos if the children maintain a 80% attendance record. And of course we did have
some fun with a trip to Angkor Wat and then Tonle Sap lake where we met fellow Rotarian Arthur Yeong from
Ipoh.

Reported by Tina



Our charity fundraiser, the Joey
Yap talk on Outlook for 2011 - Year
of the Rabbit was held on Saturday,
8 January 2011..

We managed to sell over 120
tickets. Those who sold a
substantial number of tickets
include Tina, Shanti, David, Wong,
Leslie, Sharm & Sanjeev, Peggy
and Chow.

About 80 to 90 people turned up at
the Crystal Crown Hotel. We served
coffee and tea before the talk
started and also left Rotary
information pamphlets on each
seat. We also played a slide show
about Rotary, and showed a video
about Anjali House, the home for
street children in Cambodia which
our club has helped. We also
pinned up some Rotary literature
on the notice board. All this publicity
seemed to help because we
collected cash donations of over
RM500 on the day.

Joey’s talk was very interesting and
entertaining, and the audience
learnt a lot about how they can
make the most of the year ahead,
irrespective of their date of birth.

Your facial features give a clue to
your fate, and buying ornaments to
put around the house is a waste of
money. Many questions were
asked at the end of the talk, and
many participants lined up to have
their copies of Joey Yap’s books
autographed by the author.

Congratulations to CS, the
organising chair for the talk, and
thanks also to all who helped with
the fundraiser in one way or
another.

JOEY YAP TALK
ON OUTLOOK

FOR THE YEAR
OF THE RABBIT


